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From the first day I've been talking, giving Teisho.  And now we've reached the fourth

day and I still have not been able to get past the initial part of the text where he talks about the

affair of the sword blade.  As you will remember I said that we have to interpret this affair of the

sword that is mentioned in our text, as referring to what we call the activity of the Dharma.

According to Buddhism, the activity of the Dharma is defined as that "pure doing" which not

only forms each one of us, moment by moment, but   also forms this world in which we live.  

What Tathagata Zen claims is that we can realize peace of mind, repose of spirit, only

when we are able to manifest  the wisdom that understands how this fundamental activity  of

nature functions.  I've been talking three days about this activity and there's so much more to say.

This is because at the beginning when people start their practice, we dignify it by the word the

"activity of the Dharma",  but people don't have a clue about the relevance of what I'm trying to

describe. 

  As anyone can see,  there is  one thing that never stops,  and that  is  this  process of

appearing and disappearing that applies both to ourselves, and to this world in which we live.

So, as a result of this process of appearing and hiding, an appeared state comes about and a

hidden state comes about.  

Almost everybody hates death, but the fact is, is that this cosmic activity is a cycling

between the activity of life and the activity of death, a vibrating back and forth between the

activity of life and the activity of death.  So there's no way, obviously, that we can escape birth

and death.  People say they hate death, but the reality is that there's no way we can avoid it.  The

problem is that the way most people understand death is completely wrong.  The essence of the

teaching of Buddhism is that we must understand this basic principle of things, that when we

appear, and when we disappear, we appear having as our very content the two opposite activities
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of life and death.  So  whether we appear or disappear, we have as our very content, the same

cosmic activity.  This is what I talk about again and again.  Everyone of my talks is exactly the

same because this is all there is to say.  

The Buddha, the awakened one, is anyone that has the wisdom, anyone that understands

this activity. At first the historical Buddha taught his disciples about this activity of alternating

life and death in terms of the activity of The Tathagata.  Then later on, he referred to it as the

activity of the Dharma.  And he was keen to point out to his disciples that this dynamic process

proceeds without a scintilla of will or desire.  So then the fundamental question is, how from that

desire-less doing of the source, how does the human being with will and desire arise?  I say the

same thing over and over again, so, those of you that have heard it over and over again, it should

begin to sink in.  

If you say, "I still don't understand," here's why.  It's because although the activity of the

Dharma has no will or desire,  the human being may fixate their will and desire and therefore be

unable to properly understand what I'm trying to say.  This is because you fixate your ideas about

it.  

Now in Tathagata Zen we deal with this activity, this polar process,  in terms of various

polar contrasts..  For example we could talk about expansion or contraction.  We could talk about

tatha-gata,  thus  going.   Or tatha-agata,  thus  coming.   Or simply,  we can talk  about  plus  as

opposed to minus.  

Inevitably we mature.  And as a result of our maturation, we come to have the activity of

thinking about this or that.

One  of  the  most  important  conclusions  of  Buddhism in  general,  and  Tathagata  Zen

specifically, is that despite the fact that these activities are polar, that they run off in different

directions, absolutely inevitably they will manifest an occasion of mutual encounter.  In order to

make is more easy for people to understand this basic principle of consciousness, we personify it,

or put it into human terms.  We anthropomorphize it, and say that the plus is that activity that

forms male, and minus is the activity that forms female.  So we talk about it in terms of human

gender.  So to study Zen means none other that to study yourself.  So, although male and female
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arise as having different activities as their content, as you all know and have experienced, male

and female come together.   And we can at  least,  at  one level,  explain  this  in terms of plus

achieving completeness as plus and minus achieving completeness at minus.  At least at one

level.  Now, plus achieves completeness doing the activity of plus.  The state of completeness in

Buddhism is called zero.   And likewise, minus doing the activity of minus inevitably reaches a

state of completeness called zero.  

What Tathagata Zen implores us to do is open our eyes and see that this activity of plus

and minus takes place inside one place.  They share a common room.  

You will never achieve the goals of Tathagata Zen if you do your Zen flat.  And the

reason is because with the flat perspective, which is the perspective that everybody has been

educated into, you cannot experience the coming together of these oppositely-directed doings.  In

other  words  you  have  to  be  doing  your  Zen  practice  spherically,  like  a  ball  inflating  and

deflating.  

As I pointed out yesterday, when plus and minus encounter, they  literally pass through

each other, and through that minus is able to complete minus and plus is able to complete plus.  

Yesterday I mentioned, when plus and minus encounter, then plus can arrive a the source

of minus, and minus can arrive at the source of plus.  In other words they contact the sources of

their respective opposite members.  

To study the Teisho is to practice the Teisho.   In other words, you listen to the Teisho

and then you review by actually contemplating it, actually participate in what you've heard about.

So you'll understand that if you don't understand it's because you're not contemplating what is

being Teishoed.  And when you can completely manifest what is being Teishoed, then you can

say "I understand." 

  Now everyday we have new people come to the Teisho.  I can't just talk about this or

that, I have to address their needs, so everyday I end up saying the same thing again and again.

It's unavoidable.  As I've said so many times, when plus reaches the source of minus and minus

reaches the source of plus, each has respectively experienced only half of that one space, that one

room that they share.  Why is that?  Those of you that heard the talk yesterday or the day before,
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listen carefully.  Plus and minus completely experience their shared place of activity only when

they leave the sources of their opposite member and return to their original source.  I know it's

subtle, but the fact is, that this is the essence of Buddhism in general , and Tathagata Zen in

specific, that when plus and minus, having experienced each other's source finally return to their

own source, now, even though they are in a state of contrast, they have awakened to the fact, so

to speak that they have experienced the totality of the world that they share.  

But of course when I say that they realize that fact I'm speaking metaphorically.  Plus and

minus don't think.  Who thinks?  It is the child of plus and minus, the self that matures to a

certain point, the child of the Dharma that thinks. 

So Tathagata Zen asks the question:  How does plus and minus give birth to their child?

Plus and minus inevitably encounter, and then break through their encounter, and then separate

to go in opposite directions towards the source of their  opposite member.   According to the

traditions of Tathagata Zen, there was on oral transmission from the  Buddha to his disciples that

explained that this process of separating does not come about without a clear cause.  And what is

that clear cause?  Well, when plus and minus pass through each other and go to the sources of

their  respective  opposite  member,  they  each  ooze  forth a  tiny  fraction  of  their  fundamental

doings.  Plus contributes one one hundredth million of plus, out of plus oozes one one hundredth

millionth of the plus, and likewise, out of minus there is a negative one one hundredth million

that is contributed.  

So, it should be crystal clear.  Make is crystal clear, through your clear practice of zazen,

that plus is able to go to the source of minus by contributing a tiny positive fraction, positive one

one hundredth million,  and negative is able to go to the plus by contributing a tiny negative

fraction, a negative one one hundredth million.  These fractional contributions are the being of

the experience of self.  

But of course it is an incomplete self.  As soon as plus reaches the source of minus, plus

takes on the guise of minus, and as soon as minus reaches the source of plus, minus takes on the

guise  of  plus.   Contemplate  and  manifest  the  wisdom.   This  is  what  Tathagata  Zen  asks.

Although our conditioning to think "I am a man,"  "I am a woman," is very deep and strong,
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inevitably man takes on the activity of woman, woman takes on the activity of man.  This is not a

fixated existence.  

You can read in the newspapers how people get into hassles and conflicts over gender

issues.  "I am a man, and that woman's bad mouthing men!"  "I am a woman, and that man is bad

mouthing woman.  That man over there doesn't understand our feelings."  You can see that kind

of thing all  over the place.   But it  shows a lack of fundamental  understanding, according to

Buddhism.  If you understand that man becomes woman, and woman becomes man then you will

be able to avoid these kinds of conflicts.   If you were to take someone to court  you would

understand that you were taking yourself  to court.   So we can understand that the animosity

between the genders, any kind between the genders, is fundamentally incorrect.  

So, having passed through the source of plus, minus returns to her proper source, and

having passed through the source of minus, plus returns to his proper source.  Now, they return

to their proper sources in the guise of each other, and in that process, as they are going back to

their own sources, they encounter their child.  So, let's just for simplicity sake, first talk about

plus.  Plus has reached the source of minus, has transformed, or taken on the guise of minus, in

the  process  of  returning to  his  proper  source encounters  the  offspring,  encounters  the  child.

Likewise, minus, having experienced the source of plus, and having taken on the guise of plus, in

returning to her original source also encounters the child.  So, along the path of going back to her

source, by doing the activity of plus, that's how she gets back to her source, she encounters the

child.   So,  when minus  comes  back  to  the  source  and  encounters  the  child,  she  is  able  to

encounter, to find that fraction of herself that she originally gave up, she is able to find that in the

child.  And analogously, plus can find his contributed fraction in the child and they can both

unite with the child in that way.  And that replenishing by the portion that they contributed

allows each one of them to return to their own sources.  Buddhism is  very  severe  on

this point:  If you fixate the "I am" proclaiming self, you will never be able to transform in

general, and specifically you will never be able to understand how plus transforms into minus,

and minus transforms into plus.  I know it's hard.  Let me try another example.  

We can teach all of this in Tathagata Zen based on the activity of breathing.  It's quite
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natural to analyze the activity and divide it into two components, two activities, the activity of

out-breathing, and the activity of in-breathing.  We can take the out-breathing to be a reflection

of plus, and the in-breathing to be a reflection of minus.  According to Tathagata Zen we breath

in and out at exactly the same instant.  In the Abhidharma Kosha, an early scholastic treatise,

they talk about  Anapana Zen.   Anapana meditation.   It  means mindfulness  of  the breathing

process.   But in Tathagata Zen, as you can see, our breath meditation is quite different from that

of traditional scholastic Buddhism, as you read about in the Abhidharma Kosha, or the writings

of the yoga chara school, for example.  We might say that the breathing meditation as described

in the Abhidharma Kosha and so forth, is the kindergarten level of breathing.  

In Tathagata Zen we're careful to point out that the real nature of breath is that when you

breath  in  you're  simultaneously  breathing  out  and  when  you're  breathing  out  you're

simultaneously breathing in.  Because you breath in and out simultaneously  both sides will

encounter.  In inevitably the activity of the Dharma will effortlessly manifest the mutual passing

through of in breath and out breath.  They will breath through their encounter.  

The only reason that we can breath in, is that at the same time out-breath is taking place

allowing in-breath to happen.  And likewise, when one breathes out, one can breath out only

because  in-breathing  is  allowing  that,  is  facilitating  that  simultaneously.   This  happens

automatically and effortlessly.  Out-breathing never complains to in-breathing: "I'm trying to

breath out.  Why don't you help me?"  

So, although the plus and minus, the going and coming, are opposite, sometimes they

arise exactly simultaneously, and pass away, also, at exactly the same moment.  Both.  When

plus reaches the source of minus, and minus reaches the source of plus, the place of breathing

vanishes.  In-breathing has reached the source of out-breathing, therefore it no longer needs to do

the activity of in-breathing.  And likewise, out-breathing, by doing the activity of out-breathing,

reaches the source of in-breathing, and doesn't need to breath out anymore.  

People say we have to learn to get along with each other.  People say we need to bring

peace to this world.  There is no amnesty, there is no peace more profound than what I am

describing to you now. 
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 Inevitably though, when they reach the sources of their opposite member, they will turn

around and go back to their original sources.  

Plus is able to return to the source of plus, because plus once again becomes pure plus by

once again encountering the pure plus that is in his child, and therefore one again becoming

complete  plus.   And  likewise,  minus,  in  the  guise  of  plus,  encounters  the  minus  that  she

originally contributed to the child,  and now is able to become pure minus, and return to her

proper source.  

So, when each one of them returns to their source by having done their doings, then they

have experienced the one world, the one space that they both share.  

You'll remember, as I said in the beginning of the talk so adamantly.  Plus and minus are

always  in  the  same  space.   So,  what  Tathagata  Zen  teaches,  although  plus  and  minus  are

opposite, they inevitably function so as to produce a new world in which they live. To produce a

new abiding,  a  new space.   In  other  words,  the  state  of  the  source  breaks  apart,  and  then

reestablishes a brand new state of the source. 

And this is why Buddhism teaches that everyone of us, everyday, is manifesting a new

self.  In the process of going from source one, to source two what occurs?  In the process of

going to the source of the opposite, a child is born.  And in the process of going to their original

sources, that child is re-absorbed into the pure cosmic activity.  THIS is what we want you to

see. 

  In Buddhism, we talk about emptiness.  In Buddhism we talk about zero.  Understand

the relationship between zero and emptiness.  When the complete state is manifested, that's what

we call zero.  When the incomplete state is manifested that's what we call the "I am" proclaiming

self.  Now, both zero and the "I am" proclaiming self, come about through the absolute effortless

doing of the source, and because that doing is effortless, that doing is called emptiness.  It's very

clear.  And if it's not clear, practice more.  

You are capable of manifesting the wisdom, inevitably, that understands that when plus

and minus come together this is what we mean by zero.  Mutual cancellation.  And that this

activity happens effortlessly.  Manifesting zero, is to manifest complete space, in other words, to
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manifest the whole universe.  The cosmos doesn't need to know this or that.  Space does not need

to think.  Now, we can personify that complete space and call it true existence.  Yes indeed,

incomplete self does arise, but complete self is the manifestation of complete space.  And this

personified true existence,  we can also speak about in  very personified way, in very human

terms, by pointing out that this is what is really meant when we human's say: True Love.  

Minus experiences plus, plus experiences minus.  The distinction between subject and

object inside and outside vanishes.  This is True Love.  

But Buddhism is also quick to point out that this activity of coming and going never

fixates, never tarries.  Inevitably, although plus and minus unite and cancel into the one zero, that

one zero inevitably encounters the season of it's separating.  

Why?  Why, after having come together do plus and minus inevitably part?  You should

know.  I've talked about  it  enough times.   I  don't  need to talk about  it  again.   If  you don't

understand, then contemplate my Teishos from the past.  

The coming apart of plus and minus, in other words, is a kind of self dividing itself.  Plus

and minus are able to separate because they pour out a tiny fraction of themselves, creating a

kind of cleft.  And this is what we mean by distance, or interval, or separation.  

I  just  don't  have enough time to talk about everything I want to.   Zen practice is  to

manifest  the wisdom that understands what we mean by separation.   How does this distance

thing come about?  Separation, an interval arises when the zero that is complete space, comes

apart.   And that  interval,  which  is  a  kind  of  limited  space,  is  the  primordial  bud,  the  very

beginning of one's personal existence.  In other words, what we mean by an incomplete self, in

simply what comes about when the complete space of the universe becomes limited, becomes an

incomplete space, in other words, an interval of space.  

So, the point I would like to end today's Teisho with, is that the beginning of the self is

this limiting of the cosmic space.  And that's why it's not a good thing to fixating the "I am"

claiming self.  We always have to be willing to acknowledge "I am an incomplete self."

終
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The End
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